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18V BRUSHLESS 1 X 5.0AH 2-IN-1 LINE TRIMMER & BRUSHCUTTER KIT -

061599263M BY BOSCH

BOSCH 18V GFR 18V-23 Brushcutter Skin 06008D1000

The GFR 18V-23 Professional is a cordless brush cutter with a

powerful brushless motor for high performance, longer

runtime and a longer service life. The engine speed can be

manually adjusted to the current working conditions for

optimal running time. The electronic speed control keeps the

speed constant for an even cutting performance. The Bosch

Anti-Tangle function ensures a smoother cutting progress by

preventing long grass or weeds from wrapping around the

shaft and blocking the tool. The well-balanced and

lightweight design supports effortless work.

Powerful brushless motor ensures high performance, longer

runtime and longer lifespan

Best work results thanks to electronic speed control for a

constant cutting speed even under load

Faster and smoother trimming without clogging thanks to

Bosch Anti-Tangle function

The well-balanced and lightweight construction supports

effortless free cutting

Specifications

Sound pressure level: 76 dB(A)

Sound power level: 90 dB(A)

Uncertainty: K 3 Db

BOSCH 18V 5.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery 1600A001Z9

The new 5.0 Ah 18 V Bosch FatPack battery offers 25% more

runtime (compared to Bosch 4.0 Ah) and more than 65%

SKU Option Part # Price

87433479 061599263M $499

Model

Type Line Trimmer

SKU 87433479

Part Number 061599263M

Barcode 4059952701417

Brand Bosch

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 0.0 kg
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more runtime (compared to 3.0 Ah). CoolPack Design

technology, including advanced heat conductive housing,

keeps the battery cooler for 2X longer recharge life. Check

the charge status quickly and easily using the integrated fuel

gauge. These batteries are designed to work as hard as you,

so working in cold weather down to 4°F is no issue. The

BAT621 is compatible with all Bosch 18 V Lithium Ion power

tools, radios and more.

Maximum run time 25% more run time (compared to Bosch

4.0 Ah)

Unique CoolPack Design advanced heat conductive housing

keeps battery cooler, lives up to 2x longer

Integrated fuel gauge for fast and easy charge status

Cold weather operation battery will work down to 4°F

Durable housing survives 3 m drop

Flexible Power System™ works with all Bosch 18 V Lithium

Ion tools

BOSCH 18V 4.0Ah Battery Charger GAL 18V-40 1600A019RN

The Bosch GAL 18V-40 gets users power ready with no

downtime. This compact charger has a charging current of

4.0 amperes and features intelligent regulated dual-mode

charging - the first 80% of charge is fast, remaining 20% in

long-life mode to prolong the life of the battery. The new

modern design features an error indicator, alerting users if

charging is interrupted due to temperature and/or battery

failures. The battery status indicator provides indication of

charging mode and when charging is complete.

Optimised Charging Speed: 4.0ah Battery in 1 hour

Battery Status Indicator: Charging indicator lights show if

battery is fast charging, in long-life mode or finished charging

Compact design: Small and light charger designed to be

convenient and portable

Compatible: Suitable for all Bosch Li-Ion batteries on the 18V

platform
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